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Message from Mavis Staines

Although Canada’s National Ballet School’s (NBS) annual Year in 
Review is produced as a reflection on the school year past—in 
this case, the 2021/22 year—its publication comes early in the 
following year, creating a welcome feeling of momentum and 
excitement for “what’s to come”. 

This is particularly true of this year’s publication. Titled Dancing 
Opens Doors, this year-in-review touches on a resonant and long-
term theme: our deeply-held belief that dancing can facilitate any 
and every opportunity, for individuals and communities. Dancing 
opens doors to meaningful and life-spanning experiences of 
learning, leadership, well-being and remarkable creativity that 
connect us all, and that connect the exciting accomplishments of 
the past year to our vision of growth for the near future.  

Importantly, NBS’ position as Canada’s largest arts-training 
organization—and our place of privilege and leadership among 
global dance-training institutions—also opens doors to vitally 
important learning and growth. In this report, you will read about 
projects undertaken in the past year to foster reflection and 
meaningful change at NBS and throughout our sector. You will also 
learn more about several exciting evolutions in our programming, 
which are creating conditions that support people of all ages and 
states of health to experience the life-changing benefits of dance. 

One of the most significant activities of the past year was a highly 
collaborative process to update the School’s strategic plan. 
Covering 2022 to 2025, the new plan redoubles the School’s 
commitment to equity in all our programs and practices, clearly 
placing it at the heart of our work to transform lives for the better 
by sharing excellence in dance teaching; ensure broad awareness 
to increase access to participation; and optimize people, spaces 
and funding to sustain dynamic growth. 

These core strategic values are already in motion, and you will 
notice their presence throughout this report. From spotlighting 
NBS alumni and collaborators on the global stage, to expanding 
the reach of our Community Dance programs through new 
partnerships and innovations, NBS is sharing dance in a way that 
transcends boundaries and strengthens communities. 

Finally, this report also outlines, with deep joy and gratitude, the 
return to dance performance that took place in 2021/22, and that 
continues as we build towards Assemblée Internationale 2023. I 
know this is a development cherished by so many of you; in fact, 
it would not be possible without your support. Whether you are a 
community member, program participant, staff member, volunteer, 
student, alumni, partner, or valued donor, your belief in the power 
of dance has catalyzed generosity that is clearly visible in every 
page that follows. Thank you.

Mavis Staines, Artistic Director and CEO

Fun NBS Facts and Stats:

Since installing Water Stations in our 
buildings in 2021, the NBS community has

70,650

100% of the

Class of 2022 graduated 

as Ontario Scholars.*

plastic bottles and counting.

saved

Most are pursuing their dreams into the 
professional world of dance, but one is 
headed to Harvard University and another 
to the Rotman School of Management. 
Any dream is within reach at NBS!

*Every year, almost 100% of Grade 12 students graduate 
as Ontario Scholars!
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“Returning to the stage in front of a live audience again was a beautiful 
experience. I had forgotten how much energy and excitement can be 
generated through live performance. While dancing, I had such a strong 
urge to give: to the audience, to my fellow dancers on stage, to myself.”

– Simon, Grade 12 Student

"Being on stage again for Spring Showcase felt so energizing, 
especially after a couple of years of feeling isolated and distant. Being 
able to work together with my teachers and friends was a special 
experience, and it was also a wonderful reminder that dancing is about 
sharing stories and movements with an audience.”

– Karin, Grade 10 Student

Spring Showcase

Annual Spring Showcase Welcomes 
First Live Audience in Three Years 

In the Spring, we were excited to share dance once again 
through our annual Spring Showcase, marking the return 
of live performances at NBS after three years. Over four 
performances, we welcomed more than 1,000 audience 
members back to the Betty Oliphant Theatre.
 
A cherished performance opportunity for NBS students, Spring 
Showcase was the culmination of months of preparation in 
the studio. Students proudly took the stage to perform for an 
audience of families, peers, supporters, and dance enthusiasts.

Celebrating innovation, music 
and storytelling, this year’s 
program was filled with dynamic 
classics and compelling newer 
works, including:

Spring and Autumn from
The Four Seasons 
choreographed by James 
Kudelka

Boundless choreographed by 
Robert Stephen

Paquita Grand Pas Classique 
choreographed by Marius Petipa

Presenting Sponsor: Estée Lauder Companies Inc.
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NBS Sharing Dance Day 
Connects Canadians 
Through Joy of Dance

In the Spring, we celebrated the power of 
dance from coast to coast to coast with 
NBS Sharing Dance Day. Through a live 
digital broadcast, people across the nation 
danced along with Canadian artists as they 
shared a variety of dance styles, different 
rhythms of music and more.

To re-connect was the underlying theme 
of 2022’s commissioned Sharing Dance 
Choreography by Aïcha Bastien-N’Diaye 
and Starr Muranko. The dance brought 
each of us within, connecting us with the 
land, our breath and our bodies and invited 
us to connect with the spaces we inhabit 
and the lands that sustain each of our 
lives, which are often taken for granted.

Since its inception in 2014, NBS’ annual 
Sharing Dance Day events have become 
a joyful symbol and celebration of 
connectedness and community through 
dance. Each year Sharing Dance Day 
brings together people of all ages and 
abilities in communities across the country.

The 2022 Sharing Dance Day broadcast 
was hosted by NBS and programmed in 
partnership with Alberta Ballet School, 
Canada’s Royal Winnipeg Ballet School, 
L'École de danse de Québec and Halifax 
Dance.

Honouring Anna 
McCowan-Johnson

In the Spring, NBS excitedly 
announced the naming of our 
stage in honour of Anna McCowan-
Johnson in appreciation of a 
leadership gift from Donald K. 
Johnson. The gift of $3 million 
will also support NBS’ three-year 
Dancing Opens Doors fundraising 
initiative. 

“The Anna McCowan-Johnson 
Stage in the Betty Oliphant Theatre 
is a training and performance space 
that will continue to allow dancers, 
artists and community to learn and 
share creativity and artistry through 
the language of dance. The gift and 
the stage naming celebrates Anna’s 
life as a passionate dance educator 
who personally touched the lives of 
many young ballet dancers through 
her own Toronto-based company, 
Interplay School of Dance. We 
are profoundly moved by Don’s 
beautiful celebration of Anna’s life 
through this generous gift.” 

– Mavis Staines, NBS’ Artistic 
Director and CEO

Photo by: Karolina Kuras

Broadcast Engagement:

9,800

98.5% 91%

1.5 million

views of the broadcast event 
(live and on-demand)

social media impressions

Participant feedback in a post-event survey:

agree the 
event was fun 
and engaging

agree the 
event was 
accessible

NBS Sharing Dance 2022 Choreographers: Aïcha Bastien-N’Diaye & Starr Muranko
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Taking Ballet Into the Future: Strategic Planning 

Dance transcends boundaries and strengthens community. We know that when we bring dance into 
our lives, we are healthier, happier and more socially connected. This is what drives NBS to continue 
to invest in diverse, evidence-informed programs across Canada—from the Olympic-calibre dancer 
training for the world stage to the child or older adult embracing dance for the first time; creating 
conditions that support people of all ages and states of health in the life-changing benefits of dance.

As the 2019-2022 Strategic Plan came to a wrap, an internally driven environmental and market 
assessment revealed five key drivers that will influence program and project plans in pursuit of the 
2022-2025 strategic goals:

• Current emphasis on equity, diversity and inclusion in strategy has revealed that the business and 
social opportunity is even larger, as is the full extent of the work required

• Challenges over the past two years have highlighted complexities 
and shifts in the professional landscape and society at large that 
require students to be more resilient, creative, socially conscious and 
entrepreneurial—in ballet and beyond

• Need to expand the campus and create new spaces for programming 
and encounters that reflect a more expansive NBS vision

• Pandemic underscores importance of hybrid online and in-person 
programming and digital media technology

• Responsibility and expectation (especially from Federal funders) that 
NBS contribute to global Net Zero imperative

Partnerships and Workshops Strengthen EDI Priority

Our community of staff and students had numerous learning opportunities to deepen and enhance our 
training and development around equity, diversity and inclusion (EDI). Here are a few highlights:

• KOJO Institute: In the capacity building phase of our work with the KOJO Institute—leaders in equity 
consulting who are guiding NBS toward EDI-centred systemic change—KOJO educates and engages 
employees on EDI concepts and expectations, and development of skills to support proper actions. From 
all-staff workshops to artistic faculty professional development to organizational leadership training, this 
phase has consisted of foundational and role-specific work to centre equity using anti-oppression, anti-
racism and anti-Black racism frameworks. 

• The 519: Students and staff in the Teacher Training Program (TTP), Community Dance and Recreational 
Dance programs took part in The 519 workshop titled “Fostering Trans and Queer Inclusive Spaces”. 
The training empowers teachers in creating spaces where dancers feel safe and seen, using the fullest 
expression of themselves. This introductory training focused on increasing knowledge and familiarity around 
gender and sexuality diversity, better understanding experiences of queer and trans people, and strategizing 
actionable plans for creating more queer and trans inclusive environments.

• Beyond Land Acknowledgement: While land acknowledgements are among the 94 calls to action 
published in the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada report, NBS is not only committed to 
these acknowledgements but to going further so that we, as settlers on these lands, truly understand 
and reflect on historical and current relationships of Indigenous peoples with their lands. In 2021-
22, NBS commissioned Christine Friday to create a project that brought the purpose of Beyond Land 
Acknowledgement to life through an artistic piece, which Christine produced and filmed on her family’s 
traditional territory of Temagami.

NBS Partners With Artists, Alumnus On Equity Work

In the past couple of years, we were privileged to deepen relationships with artists and thought leaders 
Kevin Ormsby, Esie Mensah and Christine Friday, who are supporting NBS in our EDI work. Each one 
brings tremendous artistic integrity to this process, and we immensely value their leadership, artistry 
and lived experiences.
 
In November 2021, we also welcomed John Alleyne, esteemed NBS Alumnus, as a consultant in the 
role of Artistic Advisor, Equity, Diversity & Inclusion (EDI). He brings his great love of ballet and of NBS 
along with his depth of experience as an artist and a leader to this role.
 
Over the past year, John has partnered with leadership and staff on issues of organizational culture, 
processes and professional development. One of John’s central priorities has been to provide an 
objective outside perspective and point-of-view to support an exceptionally high bar of increasing 
diverse talent at NBS.
 
In the first eight months alone, John:

• Researched, curated, created and shared nine virtual packages that, in John’s words, “allow for a 
safe space for reflection on the arts, aesthetics, race, ethics – ideas of judgement, taste and merit – 
inclusion, exclusion and the narratives we hold to be true.”

• Spent more than 110 hours in conversation and mentorship with NBS senior management and 
department heads, and another 120 hours in conversations with staff members about race.
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As such, the key objectives of 
the Strategic Plan 2022 – 2025 
have been defined as follows:

• Drive Innovation in Training 
and Practices

• Advance Equity at NBS

• Build and Grow for the Future

6

Special thank you to the Blidner Family Foundation
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Over two weekends in January and February 2022, NBS, the Dance Institute of Washington 
and Lauri Fitz-Pegado hosted Addressing Racialization in Ballet. This inaugural Canada-
United States symposium offered meaningful and solutions-oriented discussions of equity, 
diversity and inclusion in ballet and ballet training. The symposium focused on three pillars 
that support the credible pursuit and implementation of EDI: business success, subjectivity of 
ballet, and the ethical responsibility of the art form.

Hosted as a virtual event, the symposium convened lived experiences, areas of expertise and 
innovative ideas from a diverse range of multi-generational speakers, panelists and facilitators 
from Canada and the United States, representing many facets of the arts sector, including 
administration, performance, instruction, education, and consulting. The conversations were 
rich, the presentations were deeply impactful, and the learnings promise to be lifelong. 

“This symposium was an invaluable first step, as it presented concrete, doable tools to 
recognize, analyze and approach these complex, longstanding biases. While it presented 
an overwhelming amount of information over a short period of time, it also offered a map to 
begin this critically beneficial and humanizing process.” – Participant

40+ speakers, panelists and presenters 
offered 14 hours of content over 4 days.

600+ participants from 12 countries 
tuned in for 4,190+ hours of
engagement with the symposium.

The Inaugural
Canada-United States
Symposium:

Four Days, Two Countries, One Shared Purpose.

Kerrien Suarez Kevin Thomas

Sandra Fortune-Green

Dionne Figgins

Ashleigh Powell

Brandye Lee

Dr. Natalie Rouland

Simon Adamson De Luca

Reginald Van Lee

Damien JohnsonKahina Haynes

Keith Morino

Justin Bobb

Judy Tyrus

Bengt Jörgen

Starr Muranko

Tyrone Brooks

Christine Friday Kaitwan Jackson

Monica Stephenson

Margaret Grenier

Anjali Austin

Toni Wilson

Kiara Marazzi

Kevin A. Ormsby

Julie Kent

Nia Faith

John Dalrymple

Gideon Arthurs

Aïcha Bastien-N'Diaye

Rebecca Ferrel

Siphesihle November

Laurel Toto

Livona Ellis

Nardia Boodoo

Endalyn Taylor

Portia Adams

Royce Zackery

Zane Booker

Laveen Naidu

John Alleyne

Alix Laurent

Ronald K. Alexander

Lauri Fitz-PegadoNatasha Findlay

Mavis Staines
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N
S First-Ever NBS Block Party 

Opens Doors to Community

On June 4, the power of dance was on full display 
at the inaugural NBS Block Party – an open house 
with a festival feel. Through the generosity of many 
supporters, we were thrilled to open our doors to 
the community, celebrating the many ways that we 
can share dance to build well-being and connection.
 
An opportunity to experience dance and NBS like 
never before, NBS’ Block Party featured dance 
workshops with:

• Esie Mensah teaching Afro Fusion

• Kojo “Tuch” Mayne teaching Hip Hop

• Megan Ferris teaching Community Ballet
 
Pop-up performances featured:

• Miss Coco Murray, a cultural educator

• Bboyizm, Canada’s premier street dance company

• Grade 6 and 7 Students in NBS’ Professional 
Ballet-Academic Program, celebrating the 2022 
Sharing Dance Choreography

 
This free celebration, which aims to give back to 
the community, hosted more than 1,000 guests for 
a day of fun and festivities, including behind-the-
scenes ballet rehearsals, a scavenger hunt, food 
trucks, retro games like Jenga and Step Mania, 
music and more.
 

“If we’ve learned anything over the past few years, 
it’s the importance of providing a space for entire 
communities to enjoy the holistic health benefits of 
dance. With Dancing Opens Doors and Block Party, 
we want to bring the fun to traditional methods 
of fundraising and provide as many accessible 
opportunities as possible for people to experience 
the transformative powers of dance.”

– Tessa Bulham, NBS' Chief of Advancement 

Dancing Opens Doors is a new, three-year 
initiative to raise funds for programs of 
high need and potential at NBS, and to 
celebrate and expand the ways that dance 
is shared through community connection.

Artist and Program Sponsors:
Sobeys, Reuven International, Tory’s LLP
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Introducing the New 
Young Dancers Program: 
Market Research Informs 
Changes to Programming
An evolution from the former Associates 
Program, our new Young Dancers Program 
builds on former success and innovates 
to provide a wider spectrum of part-time 
opportunities for young dancers to engage 
in dance. Launching in Fall 2022, the 
program will create lasting foundations 
for physical and artistic engagement and 
social and emotional development using 
a holistic innovative curriculum created by 
expert NBS teachers.

Growth in the recreational dance market 
required program evolutions to keep 
abreast with and ahead of market needs. 
Research collected over the past few 
years informed program changes and 
development throughout the process. 
With inclusion and access at the core, key 
findings have led to the development of 
two different streams of programming: 

• Intensive Ballet – This stream serves 
young ballet dancers looking for 
increased intensity, structured ballet 
training, rigorous training hours and more 
performance opportunities. Entry to 
this stream is through an audition or by 
invitation. 

• Open Dance – This stream fulfills the 
greater need for multi-disciplined training 
for participants looking to pursue different 
dance styles within a more customizable 
training program. The Open Dance 
stream does not require an audition 
and welcomes children and youth who 
may be new to dance. Students can 
freely explore their love for dance in a 
variety of different dance forms such as 
contemporary, hip-hop, jazz and ballet.

In its inaugural year, NBS’ Company Life Program 
(CLP), which evolved from and replaced the Post-
Secondary Program, provided 24 students the 
opportunity to experience the intensity and rigours 
of life in a dance company while still within the 
supportive environment of an educational program. 
Students built on skills such as time management, 
physical endurance and mental stamina through 
vigorous rehearsal and performance schedules.

CLP students gained real-world experiences 
and opportunities through a collaboration with 
the National Ballet of Canada, which cast CLP 
students in the following productions:

• Serenade (Nov 2021)

• The Nutcracker (Dec 2021)

• A Streetcar Named Desire (March 2022)

• The Sleeping Beauty (March 2022)

• Swan Lake (June 2022)

“This first year of the Company 
Life Program has proven to be 
even more successful than we 
could have possibly imagined. 
Despite the challenging 
pandemic restrictions and 
protocols, our dancers bravely 
dove into the new venture with 
energy and passion, honing 
skills around expectation, 
responsibility and artistry as 
they immersed themselves in 
intense training, rehearsal and 
performance schedules. Their 
progress and maturity as artists 
both on stage and off in just one 
season gives testimony to the 
importance of this step on their 
path to professional dance.”

– Keith Morino, NBS Artistic Staff

Post-Secondary Students Experience Company Life 
Through New NBS Program

Success story:

6 CLP students from last year are now Apprentices
with the National Ballet of Canada.

12  Supported by RBC Foundation
We thank these generous donors for creating more opportunities for children to participate in dance: The Renette Berman Family Scholarship 
Program, The Delaney Family Foundation, The William and Shirley Beatty Charitable Fund and The Daniel Neville-Lake Scholarship Fund
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Pilot Project: Students Participate in 
Immersive, Land-Based Cultural Retreat

In August 2022, four NBS students and three staff joined Christine 
Friday—artistic director, producer, dancer, choreographer, filmmaker, 
community activator—on Bear Island, Lake Temagami in Northern 
Ontario. In this pilot project, students participated in a week-long 
immersive, land-based cultural retreat rooted in truth, storytelling 
and creative movement. With dance at the centre of their experience, 
students took part in numerous activities including land-based 
choreography and creative movement workshops, improvisation 
techniques, meditation, journaling, sharing circles, campfires, fish fry, 
and guided tours to power places on the traditional territory.

This unique experience deepened their collective understanding of 
Anishinaabe worldview, connected them to sense of self and one’s 
own story, and contributed to their artistic development as dancers.

Lake Temagami
Artist Residencies

“With Christine, we did so much 
journaling, reflecting and sharing as 
a group. I had no idea how these 
combined with dancing outdoors 
in nature would be so impactful on 
me and my journey as an artist. This 
practice forced me to slow down and 
reflect on where I've come from and 
where I want to go in the future. This 
experience was more exciting and 
enriching than we could’ve imagined.”

– Olivia, Grade 11 Student

“Temagami was such an enriching 
and once-in-a-lifetime experience. I 
learned about many different things 
but something Christine talked a lot 
about was our uniqueness as dancers. 
She encouraged as well as helped us 
to explore these differences through 
changes in style and dynamics. I felt 
like I took a big step out of my comfort 
zone by trying different movements. 
I wasn't focusing on how weird I 
could have looked but on how it felt. 
I appreciated the change. The Artistic 
Retreat enhanced my sense of self by 
helping me find my own footing and 
uncover my unique voice as a dancer.”

– Octavia, Grade 11 Student

 Special thank you to Ann Lawson Brehl & Paul Brehl
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Johan Persson (class of 1989) is a celebrated 
photographer with works in portraiture, including 
portraits of some of ballet and theatre’s most 
prominent stars. First introduced to photography as 
a student at NBS, Persson naturally turned to his 
love of photography when an injury prevented his 
continued pursuit of a dance career. Persson has 
published several photography books, and his works 
have been exhibited in galleries internationally.
 
“A dance career is one path, a wonderful one in my 
experience, but there are as many paths as your 
imagination will allow and what you are learning 
through your education and training now can be 
applied to anything you wish to pursue.”

– Johan Persson

In 2021-22, Ballet Unleashed commissioned 
Loughlan Prior, a New Zealand-based award-
winning choreographer and filmmaker, to 
create its second project. Inklings, a short film 
featuring original music by Claire Cowan, blends 
contemporary ballet movement with beautiful 
dreamlike animations inspired by the symmetry, 
intricacy and hidden meanings behind the 
Rorschach Inkblot Test. For his piece, Loughlan 
cast eight talented dancers from around the 
world, including two NBS graduates. 

Inklings was officially selected as the second 
‘Best Dance Film’ in the 2022 Lonely Wolf 
International Film Festival, putting the film in the 
top 20 films among the 500+ global submissions.
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The award is named in honour of Ken McCarter, 
an exceptional NBS Board member who had 
a particular interest in the broad range of 
professional activities in which NBS alumni
are engaged.

In partnership with Dutch National Ballet Academy and Palucca University of Dance Dresden, NBS created Ballet 
Unleashed, an innovative pathway for young artists. Born in response to the global pandemic, Ballet Unleashed works 
with emerging and established choreographers from across the globe to create new works for graduating ballet 
students, helping to expand dancers’ boundaries and support their growth as artists through mentorship and coaching.

2022 Ken McCarter Award Recognizes Two Distinguished 
NBS Alumni for their Contributions to Arts and Culture

In the Spring, NBS was thrilled to announce award-winning choreographer Aszure Barton and 
celebrated photographer Johan Persson as recipients of the 2022 Ken McCarter Award for 
Distinguished NBS Alumni for their stellar contributions to arts and culture.

Aszure Barton (class of 1993) is 
an award-winning choreographer 
and for over 25 years, she has 
created works that explore human 
connections and the physical form. 
Her works are danced by notable 
companies around the world 
and, as an educator, Aszure is 
regularly invited to collaborate with 
educational arts institutions across 
the globe.

“My education at NBS taught me 
about resilience and the power of 
community.”

– Aszure Barton 

The imperative for systemic change at every level of society is abundantly clear. To strengthen the language 
of ballet and make it more relevant and powerful, the delivery and the creative process of ballet must resonate 
with and reflect the full diversity of our society. Assemblée Internationale 2023 (AI23) is an opportunity for 
leaders of the global ballet training community to come together to examine our accountability in advancing 
equity, create the change needed in our beloved art form and lead by example for society at large. 

A diverse international working group, alongside an equally diverse student think tank group have been 
meeting since Fall 2021 to reimagine AI23. Centered on anti-Black racism, AI23 will:

Ballet Unleashed Commissions Second Project

Assemblée
Internationale 2023

• Be more student-centred than ever before

• Host a series of online panels, keynotes, 
discussions and education activities for 
participating organizations in the lead up 
to AI23

• Host online workshops with artists and 
choreographers Jera Wolfe, Esie Mensah 
and Rob Binet

• Welcome more than 30 schools and 
organizations to Toronto

• Feature blended cast rehearsals and 
performances created by Canadian, international 
and emerging choreographers 

• Conclude with a clear call to action and 
established timelines so that AI23 provides 
momentum for systemic evolution

Centering on Anti-Black Racism: AI23 Planning Begins in Earnest

16
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Senior Students Go Global 
with Summer Exchange 
Program

For the first time in three years, senior 
students took part in summer exchange 
programs, travelling to New York, London, 
Hamburg, Amsterdam, Paris, San Francisco 
and more. An opportunity to experience the 
best of the dance world, summer exchanges 
broaden students’ training experiences and 
exposure to different teaching styles.

Our senior students are encouraged to 
spend at least one summer school abroad, 
studying ballet at one of our international 
partner schools. The experience enhances 
their dance knowledge, exposes them to 
other dance teachers and helps connect 
them to a global dance community. Bournonville Studio at the Royal Danish Ballet

Royal Ballet School

Professional Ballet Program Partner Schools for Student Exchange: 

35 NBS students traveled to 27 professional ballet schools
across the globe for summer exchange experiences.

In turn, 20 international students spent their time at NBS.

“Since coming back to Amsterdam, I have been reminiscing on my three weeks at NBS and 
wanted to thank you for having me. The opportunity to perform at Fall for Dance North, and work 
with the amazing staff at NBS is an experience I will always be grateful for. From the day I arrived 
I felt nothing but comfortable and warmly welcomed amongst the students and staff. Words 
cannot describe how special the whole experience was to me.”

  – Samuel, Summer Exchange Student from Dutch National Ballet Academy

“At a senior level of achievement, we know 
our students are ready to experience different 
styles of dance and, when possible, also 
see different companies' repertoire. The 
exchanges give students an opportunity to 
explore a new city and imagine if this may be 
a place to work. It enables them to explore 
new aspects of themselves and their dancing. 
Students always have a wonderful time. 
They return with glowing stories about great 
teachers, new friends, how much they loved 
the city. They also acknowledge how much 
they appreciate NBS and, most importantly, 
they come back having learned so much about 
themselves—as individuals and as artists.”

– Deborah Hess, NBS Artistic Staff

"This summer, I had the opportunity to 
exchange at the Paris Opera Ballet School. 
My experience there was nothing short of 
extraordinary. The corrections and guidance 
I received will stay with me for the rest of my 
career as a dancer. The teachers taught with 
care and pushed me beyond what I thought 
I could do. The training was completely 
complementary to the work I am doing at 
NBS. The sightseeing, Parisian culture, meals 
and pastries were all added luxuries. Following 
my exchange, I am extremely motivated to 
start the new year, get into the studio and get 
back to work."

– Emerson, Grade 10 Student

Ailey School
Alberta Ballet School
Arts Umbrella
Australian Ballet School
Boston Ballet School
L’Ecole Supérieure de Danse de Cannes
L’Ecole Supérieure de Ballet du Quebec
Canada’s Royal Winnipeg Ballet School
Dutch National Ballet Academy
English National Ballet School
European School of Ballet
Hamburg Ballet School
Hague Conservatory
Houston Ballet Academy

Netherlands Dance Theatre Summer Intensive
New Zealand School of Dance
Pacific Northwest Ballet School
Palucca University of Dance, Dresden
Paris Opera Ballet School
Prague Masterclass
Princess Grace Academy (Monaco)
Royal Ballet School
Royal Danish Ballet School
San Francisco Ballet School
Sarasota Ballet School
Tulsa Ballet
Yorkshire Ballet Seminar

Special thank you to The Council for Canadian American Relations

Photo courtesy of Fall for Dance North; by Bruce Zinger
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Adaptive Dance Pilot Program Evolves to Regular Offering 

The eight-week Adaptive Dance Pilot, created in consultation with Holland Bloorview Kids Rehabilitation 
Hospital, launched in October 2021. The program shares the physical, emotional and social benefits of dance 
with children living with diverse cognitive, physical and developmental needs. The pilot was offered to eight 
children aged 6-9 years old. As planned, each child was provided with one-to-one support, made possible 
through a partnership with the University of Toronto’s Masters of Occupational Therapy Program. 

“The bonds we are making with each other (with our buddy, staff and volunteers) are extraordinary. I think it 
really makes a change for human connections and every week there is a jaw dropping, heart moving moment 
from each of the students.” – Program Volunteer

From the pilot, the program evolved into regularly scheduled class terms for different age groups. Each class 
includes an NBS Dance Teacher, an Occupational Therapist, a live accompanist and a team of volunteers. 
These sensory-friendly dance classes provide opportunities for children to explore their creativity and 
expression through the joy of movement and music.

“IT IS AMAZING!!!!!!! This is one of the few extracurricular activities we have done with my dancer that he was 
able to keep up with, and, as a result, really enjoyed. We had such a positive experience with this program. 
Frankly, with how often my dancer talks about it, his older brother is jealous!” – Parent of Participant

NBS Launches Dancer Not 
Dementia Project and Campaign 

With the support of funding through the Public Health 
Agency of Canada, NBS launched Dancer Not Dementia, 
a project and campaign to raise awareness and challenge 
the stigma about dementia through dance. 

Featuring a poster series, a short animated film, 
conference presentations and events, Dancer Not 
Dementia shows that stereotypes and prejudices often 
reduce the identities and experiences of people living with 
dementia to their diagnosis. The campaign and project 
highlight how engagement in the arts, dance in particular, 
is one way to re-centre our focus on the person and 
recognize them as individuals who lead complex lives.

Research on aging and brain health finds that dance 
offers a unique combination of physical, mental and social 
benefits for older adults. Dance has the ability to reduce 
isolation and create a sense of community while offering a 
space for creativity and artistic expression.

Production on a short film got underway in the summer of 
2022. The film, which will be released in January 2023, will 
feature lived experiences of people living with dementia 
and their carers, and how dance affects their lives.
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20 Supported by J.P. Bickell Foundation, The Harry E. Foster Charitable Foundation and TD Bank
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LEAD: Empowering 
Young Women to Make 
an Impact Through Dance Virtual Workshops Bring NBS’ Community Dance Programs to 

More Public Schools

Regional Workshops

With the support of Sport Canada funding, NBS expanded its 
annual LEAD: Leadership, Empowerment, Action and Dance 
workshop to two new markets. LEAD Regional Workshops 
were held in Halifax (hosted by Halifax Dance), Toronto (hosted 
by NBS), and Winnipeg (hosted by Canada’s Royal Winnipeg 
Ballet School), engaging more than 35 participants between 
the ages of 16 and 25. 
 
National Summit

The five-day Apricus Foundation LEAD National Summit, 
hosted in August at NBS’ campus, welcomed 32 participants 
from seven provinces and territories. 
 
With mentorship from professional artists and panelists, young 
women explored how dance can be a powerful learning and 
leadership tool to create positive change in their communities. 
Thought-provoking speakers and engagement in different 
dance forms such as Hip Hop, West African and Contemporary 
further inspired each participant to stretch creatively, physically 
and mentally. Best of all, they had a chance to collaborate and 
communicate with peers from across Canada.
 
Across the Regional Workshops and National Summit, artists, 
mentors and leaders included: Sonya Ballantyne, Katrin 
Benedictson, Justice Faith Betty, Nia Faith Betty, Arwyn 
Carpenter, Susanne Chui, Sofia Constantini, Jayla James, 
Neena Jarayajan, Esie Mensah, Ellen Peterson, Natasha 
Powell, Kimberley Rampersad, Marilee Schroeder, Darshini 
Shah, Lua Shayenne and Maribeth Tabanera, who shared their 
experience and passion with participants through movement, 
guided discussions and activities.

Pointe Shoe Fitting Appointments 
Expand Globally

The Shoe Room has continued to grow our virtual fittings around 
the globe, and are once again full steam ahead with in-person 
fittings in our state-of-the-art fitting rooms. It has been a joy to 
welcome dancers back into the space for individual and group 
fittings.

Expansion of Inclusive Products Meets 
Broader Needs for Ballet Wear

Over the last two years, we have expanded our stock to include a 
wider range of inclusive products—from pointe shoes, tights and 
slippers to other dance accessories—moving away from the need 
to custom order these items for our community. Our expanded 
collection has allowed us to fully stock pointe shoes in 10 different 
skin tones across five brands, and we offer free pancake services 
with pointe shoe purchases. We are excited to continue this product 
expansion to better serve our dancers and champion that ballet 
is for everyone. In fact, our purchasing power is affecting what 
suppliers are carrying as they broaden their product availability.

“This was AMAZING! Thank you so much! Our instructor 
was fabulous. The activities were engaging and doable 
for our kids, and the workshop was structured in a 
terrific way. We will register again for sure!”

– Public School Teacher

“The workshop was wonderful! The instructor was 
engaging and motivating. The kids loved it. The 
next day, one student wore a ballet outfit to school 
and all the kids were very excited to see it.”

– Public School Teacher

In 2021-22, our Community Dance 
department facilitated virtual 
workshops via video conferencing 
platforms (e.g., Zoom, Google 
Meet) for students in public 
schools and community programs 
across Canada. A new, more 
accessible registration system was 
implemented, growing the program 
reach and allowing teachers to 
share accessibility needs and 
select language preference (English 
or French). These collaborative 
workshops aim to enhance physical 
literacy, foster creativity, and build 
movement confidence.

372 virtual workshops hosted at 200 schools, providing programming to 9,456 students.

Among participants who completed 
the survey:

100% agreed that LEAD 
increased their sense of belonging 
and confidence in dance.

90% agreed that LEAD has 
furthered their motivation to make a 
positive impact in their community.

“We are so interconnected. From similar 
issues and strengths in our communities, 
it was beautiful to see such a diverse 
group of people unite and dance together. 
I hope every program I participate in has 
this same diversity and inclusion.”

– NBS LEAD Participant

“I loved the intimate moments of the 
workshop. The leadership workshop 
helps a lot of people like us who are 
coming out of our shells.”

– NBS LEAD Participant

Generously supported by The Apricus Foundation; special thank you to NBS’ First Position Patrons Supported by Canadian Tire Jumpstart
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NBS Receives Designation, Establishes 
Research Institute

After an extensive application process, NBS received Research Institute 
designation in the Spring from the Government of Canada, making NBS only 
the second arts organization in Canada to be recognized in this capacity. In 
the coming year, we will formally launch NBS’ Research Institute, opening 
doors to many new funding opportunities, contributing to a body of research 
on the life-changing impacts of dance, and empowering NBS to continue its 
leadership in evidence-informed practices across all programs.

Music Study Pilot Fosters Greater 
Understanding Between Music and Dancer

A new Music Study program, led by Maria Seletskaja, Conductor in 
Residence at the National Ballet of Canada, will be piloted throughout 
2022-23. This program will cultivate and strengthen students' musicality, 
developing a greater appreciation and understanding of complex 
orchestral music and the relationships between music and dancer. 
Maestro Seletskaja brings a wealth of expertise as both an internationally 
sought-after composer and former dancer with 15+ years’ experience as 
a soloist in European ballet companies.

Student Exchange Opportunities Grow

Building on the exchanges in the Spring between faculty at NBS and a Collective of eight exceptional 
ballet artists and teachers in Washington D.C., a student exchange will take place this Fall. Students 
will travel to Washington D.C. for an opportunity to learn from dance educators at the Dance Institute 
of Washington, Jones-Haywood Dance School and The Washington School of Ballet. They’ll tour 
Howard University and The St. James. In turn, students from D.C.-area dance studios will spend a few 
days in Toronto, training alongside NBS students and exploring Toronto.
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Juanita Montalvo, Vice Chair
Michael Vels, Treasurer
John Baker, Secretary
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Raji Kaur Aujla 
Amanda Balasubramanian
Mark Bauer
Justin Bobb
Christine Chen
Carol Darling

David Delaney
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Karen Kain* CC, LLD, LLT, OOnt
Brad Kwong
Jolie Lin
Fabio Mascarin
Brian Miron*
Judith Moses
Zachary Newton
Patricia Perruzza
Monica Shin*
Anne Soh
Andrea Stairs Krishnappa
Tanya Taylor
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Cornell Wright*

Monica Shin, President
Anne-Mette de Place Filippini, Vice President
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Jason Campbell, Secretary

Directors
Moira Bartram
Christine Chen
Mary Susanne Lamont
Pierre Lapointe
Bob Reeves
Kathleen Skerrett

Brian Miron, President
Steven Peters, Treasurer
Robert Edmonds, Secretary

Directors
Jacquelyn Hack
Susan Kinney
Jessica Moes

Delaney Family Foundation
Dr. James D. Fleck, CC
Lynda C. Hamilton
Richard M. Ivey**, CC
Anna McCowan Johnson** & Donald K. Johnson, OC
Joan & Jerry Lozinski
The Honourable Margaret Norrie McCain, CC
Sandra & Jim Pitblado
The Lawrence Schafer Foundation
An Anonymous Donor

John A. Baker & Family
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Brian Miron
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An Anonymous Donor
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Government Partners

We thank our many donors who help build NBS’ community of dance. A complete listing of our supporters can be found at www.nbs-enb.ca.
Special thank you to the following donors for their leadership gifts over the past year:

Thank you to the generous supporters of Dancing Opens Doors who are empowering NBS in showcasing the many opportunities that dance 
creates and making dance more accessible across Canada and around the world.  
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Whether you want to own the spotlight or dance for fun, 
you belong at Canada’s National Ballet School.

Acknowledging
the Lands of the 
First Peoples

Across cultures and traditions, dance and movement have the power to 
speak to our shared human experience. However, throughout Canada’s 
history, the government legally deprived Indigenous peoples of their music 
and dance. And, despite brave attempts to keep tradition alive, many cultural 
expressions were lost forever. 

Today, the campus of Canada’s National Ballet School sits upon the 
traditional territory of many nations including the Mississaugas of the 
Credit, the Anishnabeg, the Chippewa, the Haudenosaunee and the Wendat 
peoples, and is now home to many diverse First Nations, Inuit and Métis. We 
also acknowledge that Toronto is covered by Treaty 13 with the Mississaugas 
of the Credit, and that the descendants and cultures of the first peoples who 
lived here are a vibrant and integral part of our society today. 

We gratefully acknowledge and deeply value the opportunity we have to 
learn from and cherish the contributions of Indigenous peoples of the past, 
present and into the future.


